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the name of the drama is an allusion to the popular korean song by the same title. park shin hye, who plays the titular character, is best known for her starring role in school 2013, a 2010 series that won her the best actress award at the 44th baeksang arts awards, the annual korean equivalent of the
golden globes. min ho, who plays the title character, is best known for his role as the lead character in the hit drama winter sonata, which was the most-watched korean drama in 2012. yet despite the increased popularity of descendants of the sun, its popularity still has yet to reach boys over flowers

levels, which means its has yet to cement its place as the most searched korean drama in the philippines. meanwhile, the series remains far ahead of the 10 other korean drama series in terms of viewership ratings. its 2013 premiere descendants of the sun was the most watched korean drama series in
the philippines, followed by descendants of the sun in 2014, and descendants of the sun in 2015. in 2016, drama angel eyes ranked number five among the most searched tv shows in the philippines. it was only behind descendants of the sun on google, and the first being the filipino drama never ending

love. in the year 2017, the drama angel eyes ranked number one in the most searched tv shows. the drama was followed by descendants of the sun, sassy go go, and the filipino soap opera never ending love. the male leads of both descendants of the sun and angel eyes won the most searched male
personality in the country.
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